As uttered by Mahatma Gandhi, “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” Thus, learning is considered a significant part of a man’s life. In school, the teachers really give more attention to the learners and they are of different types.

Visual learner. This pertains to the learner who learns by looking at the pictures and imagery. This learner enjoys at various pictures and different works of art. A visual learner loves aesthetics and artistry of the things around and even in the environment. Visual learners are commonly becoming architects, interior designers, fine arts graduates and fashion designers.

Aural learner. This refers to the learner who learns by listening to the sounds around. An aural learner likes music and good sounds. These sounds tickle the mind of the learner and make the learner’s be filled with emotions and meanings. Aural learners are future musicians, singers, dancers and performers.

Verbal learner. This kind of learner learns through communication with others. This learner loves talking and conversing with others for good purposes. Verbal learner possesses a large reservoir of vocabulary words which are used for self-expressions. The verbal learners are the future teachers, diplomats, politicians and broadcasters.

Physical learner. This refers to someone who is fond of physical challenges and activities. A physical learner likes the exposure to sports and other active activities. The
use of strength and agility is common in a physical learner. The physical learners are the future athletes, police, firemen, and home builders.

Logical learner. This type learner learns by reasoning and in dealing with mathematics and science. A logical thinker has a critical mind that is always analyzing and criticizing the things around. Logical thinkers are the future scientists, mathematicians, philosophers and lawyers.

The types of learners have their respective inclinations. It also indicates that people are diverse in terms of interest and ability.

The most important thing is that people never stop to learn and to involve themselves in learning. As Benjamin Franklin once said, “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”
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